1000 km Balkan Charity Challenge
DECLARATION ON ONE’S OWN RESPONSIBILITY
Name____________________________________________________________________________,
born on (dd.mm.yy) ______________________,
country _______________, town ___________________________, ID/Passport ______________,
phone number ___________________, email ____________________________________________,
taking in account the legal provisions regarding faking in declarations:

I DECLARE ON MY OWN RESPONSIBILITY
-

-

-

I am aware of the safety rules for participating in the 1000 km Balkan Charity Challenge (hereinafter referred to
as the Competition) and I am obliged to respect them;
I am physically (medically) fit for prolonged physical exertion and in specific weather conditions;
I have completed the registration form correctly and completely;
I am aware of the recommendations of the Organizers regarding the clothing and footwear to be used during the
Competition and I will follow these recommendations;
I precisely respect the indications of the Organizers, these being the people able to interrupt the Competition in
case there are risks that the safety and / or the health of the participants can be endangered;
I agree that the Organizers may withdraw the right of participation to a competitor in case he violates the Safety
Rules;
I will not throw any type of waste in the perimeter of the Competition; otherwise I am liable to be disqualified
from the Competition without the right of appeal (and without getting back the value of the participation fee);
I will manifest myself in a decent and fair-play way during the entire period of the Competition without
bothering the other participants and / or Organizers;
I have insurance for civil damages suffered by me or by third parties as a result of my actions during the
Competition or I assume the expenses caused by such civil damages, for which the Organizers are not
responsible;
I have no problem with the Organizers using the photo and video images taken during the Competition in which I
am present, with the firm commitment of the Organizers that they will not use these images for other purposes
than promoting the Competition, implicitly of the Organizers activities, for charitable causes supported by the
Organizers, sponsors, mass-media, in the development of posters, diplomas and other informative materials
dedicated to running and charity acts;
I agree with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) policy applicable to this Competition.

Safety rules for participating in the Competition
1. Safety, physical integrity and health of the participants are the most important objectives of the Competition.
Fulfillment of any other objective (such as: supporting charity causes, traveling the proposed distance for each
stage, promoting mass sport, etc.) cannot endanger the life, physical integrity or health of any participant.
2. Before each stage, all participants are required to attend the technical meeting in which they will discuss the
distance of the route, the destination of the day, the stops, the weather conditions, etc. Failure to attend such a
meeting excuses the organizers of any effect of not knowing these details and may result in the suspension of
the respective competitor for that stage.

3. The route discussed in the technical sessions will be respected. In case of deviations from the route, one will
return immediately to it.
4. The distances traveled in each stage of cycling or running are very long. Participants will be aware that fatigue
can affect their physical and / or mental ability to travel the entire distance traveled for that stage and will
interrupt the stage if there is a risk that their life may be endangered.
5. The travel in both the bicycle and the running stages is made on public roads in Romania and Bulgaria. The
participants will strictly respect the traffic rules that apply to cyclists and pedestrians traveling on a public road.
6. The participants will travel in groups, depending on their physical capacity, and will not move away from the cars
that assist them. They will keep a safe distance from the other competitors.
7. At least one mobile phone with which the emergency numbers can be called will be available in each group.
8. It is forbidden to use your mobile phone using your hand while riding a bicycle.
9. If you get injured, you will move (if you can) immediately to a safe area (outside the road area) and call the
Organizers. If you see another injured participant, you will not continue the Competition, you will protect the
area around him/her and you will immediately call 112 (if necessary) and the Organizers.
10. Wearing a helmet is mandatory while riding a bicycle.
11. The participants will be equipped with clothing that is visible from a distance to be avoided by drivers.
12. Participants will NOT be under the influence of alcoholic beverages and / or narcotics during the Competition
stages.
I agree that the Organizers are not guilty if I suffer an injury that could endanger my life, physical integrity and / or
health. Also, they are not to blame for the failure of the equipment used by me during the Competition: bicycle,
clothing, shoes etc.
Emergency phone numbers are: Bulgaria: 112, Romania: 112
The telephone numbers of the Organizers, available throughout the Competition are:
Preda Radu: +40 744 551143

Vlad Victor: +40 722 683799

The change of contact details will be communicated immediately to all participants.

Name

Date

______________________________________________

________________________

X
Signature

